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Abstract
Ionospheric phase delays of radio signals from Global Positioning
System (GPS) satellites have been used to compute ionospheric To-
tal Electron Content (TEC). An extended Chapman profile model is
used to estimate the electron density profiles and TEC. The Chap-
man profile that can be used to predict TEC over the mid-latitudes
only applies during day time. To model night time TEC variability, a
polynomial function is fitted to the night time peak electron density
profiles derived from the online International Reference Ionosphere
(IRI) 2001. The observed and predicted TEC and its variability have
been used to study ionospheric influence on Radio Astronomy in South
Africa region. Differential phase delays of the radio signals from Radio
Astronomy sources have been simulated using TEC. Using the sim-
ulated phase delays, the azimuth and declination offsets of the radio
sources have been estimated. Results indicate that, pointing errors of
the order of miliarcseconds (mas) are likely if the ionospheric phase
delays are not corrected for. These delays are not uniform and vary
over a broad spectrum of timescales. This implies that fast frequency
(referencing) switching, closure phases and fringe fitting schemes for
ionospheric correction in astrometry are not the best option as they do
not capture the real state of the ionosphere especially if the switch-
ing time is greater than the ionospheric TEC variability. However,
advantage can be taken of the GPS satellite data available at inter-
vals of a second from the GPS receiver network in South Africa to
derive parameters which could be used to correct for the ionospheric
delays. Furthermore GPS data can also be used to monitor the occur-
rence of scintillations, (which might corrupt radio signals) especially
iii
for the proposed, Square Kilometer Array (SKA) stations closer to the
equatorial belt during magnetic storms and sub-storms. A 10 minute
snapshot of GPS data recorded with the Hermanus [34.420 S, 19.220
E ] dual frequency receiver on 2003-04-11 did not show the occurrence
of scintillations. This time scale is however too short and cannot be
representative. Longer time scales; hours, days, seasons are needed to
monitor the occurrence of scintillations.
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1 Introduction
Radio signals from extra-terrestrial radio sources, (Radio Astronomy sources)
received by two or more radio telescopes positioned on Earth propagate
through the ionosphere and troposphere. The principle of interferometry,
can be used to combine these signals to derive parameters that describe
the structure of the radio sources, their celestial positions1 as well as the
medium through which these signals propagate and the positions of the re-
ceiving telescopes on the earth’s surface. The envisaged SKA project with
design specification given in Table 1 requires the forecasting of ionospheric
conditions over each receiving antenna so as to correct for any errors in as-
trometric parameters, (e.g. radio source coordinates, radio source structure
index2) caused by the ionosphere and derived from the astrometric observ-
ables such as the difference in arrival times of a wavefront at the receiving
antennas, and the phase-delay rates, [Adam, 2003].
In this thesis, I have simulated and estimated phase delay resulting from
ionospheric total electron content, (TEC) and TEC variability along ray
paths, from the target radio source to the receiving antennas and analyzed
the influence these delays have on estimating the position of the radio source.
Phase delay and phase changes are key parameters in radio astrometry3. A
1The position of the radio source is given in terms of the declination, δ and hour angle
(HA).
2The radio source structure index (Srs) is a measure of the astrometric quality of the
observed radio source.
3Astrometry deals with the determination of location, structure and motion of celestial
objects, while astronomy deals the study of properties of individual and/groups of stars.
1
Table 1: Scientific specifications of Square Kilometer Array, [Taylor, 1999].
Parameter Target Goal
Aeff
Tsys
, [m2K−1] 2 · 104
Antenna spacing, [km] 1000-10,000
Number of stations ≈ 1000
Frequency range, [GHz] 0.15-20
Collecting area, [km2] ≈ 1.0
Angular resolution, [mas] 0.1-0.001
Primary beam separation, at low frequency, [0] 100
Primary beam separation, at high frequency, [0] 1
Imaging field of view, at 1.4 GHz, [0] 1
No. of instantaneous beams 100
Brightness sensitivity, at 1.4 GHz, [K] 1
No. of spectral channels 104
No. of simultaneous channel frequency bands 2
Image dynamic range, at 1.4 GHz 106
Polarisation Purity, [dB] -40
major goal of observational astronomy is to form images of the sky bright-
ness distribution as a function of position, frequency, polarisation and time.
Therefore obtaining the absolute position of the radio sources, to an accuracy
of mas using centimeter wavelength techniques [Yusef-Zedeh et al, 1999] is
required in radio astronomy.
To get an accurate position of radio astronomy sources and the images
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of the radio sources, one approach is to use a calibrator i.e a reference radio
source close to the target source and observe the two radio sources alternately
while measuring the received signal at two or more antennas, (phase refer-
encing). But this does not correct absolutely the effects that the ionosphere
causes on the radio signals because the switching time interval between the
target radio source and the calibrator is of the order of minutes. Ionospheric
conditions change in much smaller timescales, (t < minutes) and therefore,
absolute correction for the effects of the ionosphere on radio signal propaga-
tion cannot be achieved. Phase referencing is also not suitable for imaging
weak radio sources. Other techniques that have been proposed include, fast
frequency switching [Middelberg et al, 2005] and post delay analysis. These
techniques also have weaknesses. A good model of ionospheric TEC vari-
ability is needed in order to correct for the errors induced on estimating the
phase difference between the calibrator and the target source. Data obtained
from GPS satellites can be used to derive ionospheric parameters that could
be used to correct for the phase delay within shorter timescales, (in seconds)
crucial for ionospheric now-casting required for radio-astronomy.
The ionosphere’s effect on radio astrometric observables in radio astron-
omy is frequency dependent. The dependence is related to the number of
electrons in the ionosphere which is numerically expressed as:
N(m−3) = 1.24× 1010[f(MHz)]2 (1)
This can be rewritten in terms of the plasma frequency, fp, as
fp ≈ 9
√
Ne (2)
Here, Ne is the electron density in m
−3 and f is in hertz, (Hz). A change
3
in the refractive index within the ionospheric medium causes a change of
the phase and group velocities of a radio signal along the propagation path
[Perley and Bust., 2002], in the ionosphere relative to the velocity of the
electromagnetic wave in free space. The delay in phase velocity relative to
free space propagation in turn causes a time delay of the coded radio signal
propagating through the ionospheric medium. In this thesis, I describe and
present the simulated, (from the Chapman profile) and measured, (from GPS
data) ionospheric TEC and TEC variability, over the proposed SKA sites.
The interaction of extra-terrestrial radio waves with the ionosphere will be
discussed in section two. In section three, TEC variability will be presented.
Ionospheric correction techniques, suitable for the SKA will be described in
section four. In section five, simulated results of the errors in the positioning
of astronomical radio sources resulting from TEC and TEC variability will
be presented. Finally, some conclusions will be drawn based on the simulated
and measured results.
4
2 Ionospheric Interactions with extra-terrestrial
radio waves
2.1 Introduction
The ionosphere modifies the polarisation, angle of arrival and the phase and
amplitude of transionospheric radio signals [Perley and Bust., 2002]. This
modulation is pronounced at frequencies, f < 10 GHz. For a single element
interferometer4, this effect might not be captured, i.e an interferometer is
sensitive to total phase perturbation. Typical ionospheric effect parameters
are given in Table 2.
Table 2: Ionospheric perturbations for a column density of 1017 electrons
m2
Characteristic Typical perturbation value (100 MHz)
Phase-path length -400 [in meters]
Phase change -840 [in radians]
Refraction 1.3 [arc-minutes]
Polarisation Rotation 6.6 [radians]
For an Na-array of antenna elements, the ionospheric effect on a phase-
path change at each pair of stations, which are connected by a baseline vector,
4An interferometer is sensitive to differential phase variation, which can be recon-
structed from the difference in integrated electron densities along ray paths to the two
receiving stations that form an interferometer unit.
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can be determined from the differential TEC, (the difference in integrated
total electron content along each path length from the radio source to an
interferometer pair) between the stations.
Predicting and estimating the phase perturbations of the ionospheric
medium on radio signals (as would be measured at the proposed sites of the
SKA antennas) can be used to determine parameters that relate to the posi-
tioning and imaging of radio sources. Ionospheric perturbations are derived
from the parameters that describe the interactions of the extra-terrestrial
radio signals with the ionosphere. Measurable changes in the phase, am-
plitude, and polarisation of the extra-terrestrial radio signals can be used to
infer conditions within the ionospheric medium. In this section, I will discuss
interactions of the radio waves with the ionosphere, and derive the relation-
ship between the phase delay and the refractive index.
2.2 Radio signal interactions with ionosphere
The upper atmosphere is said to be a ’magneto-plasma’ due to the presence
of the geomagnetic field. The properties of an electromagnetic wave travers-
ing such a medium is therefore based on the magneto-ionic theory [Budden,
1985]. The electromagnetic wave passing through the ionosphere is governed
by the Appleton-Hartree equation given in (3).
6
n2 =
X
1− jZ −
(
Y 2T
2(1−X−jZ)
)
±
(
Y 4T
4(1−X−jZ)2 + Y
2
L
) 1
2
(3)
Here, n is the complex refractive index, the ± show the ordinary, (+)
left-hand circularly polarized mode and extra-ordinary, (-) mode, which is
right-hand circularly polarized, since the ionosphere is a bi-refringent medium
and;
X =
f 2p
f 2
(4)
Y =
ω ~B
f
which has components (5)
YL =
ωB cos θ
f
(6)
YT =
ωB sin θ
f
(7)
Z =
fc
f
(8)
where, X accounts for the thermal motion of the electrons, YL accounts
for the Lorentz force due to the interaction of the electron with the magnetic
field, YT is the transverse component of the Lorentz force, fp =
√(
Nee2
²0me
)
and ωB =
~Be
me
are the plasma and electron gyro-frequency respectively, for
which e is the electron charge, ~B is the magnetic field vector and me is the
mass of the electron. fc and f are the electron collision frequency and ra-
dio wave frequency respectively while θ is the angle between the direction of
propagation and that of the geomagnetic field. The terms X, YL, YT and Z
are dimensionless quantities that describe the motion of free electrons in the
ionosphere.
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Figure 1: Magnetic field B inclined θ0 with the z-axis. The Transverse of
Lorentz force is ignored at much higher frequencies.
If the collision frequency is ignored, (Z=0, for a cold plasma approxima-
tion), Equation (3) becomes,
n2 = 1− 2X(1−X)
2(1−X)− Y 2 sin2 θ ±
[
Y 4 sin4 θ + 4Y 2 cos2 θ(1−X)2
] 1
2
(9)
At frequencies much higher than the gyro-frequency of electrons/ions (i.e
f >> ωB), Y can be ignored since at this high frequency the electrons/ions
8
T 
do not feel the effects of the magnetic field, (the ’fixed in’ concept is violated)
and Equation (9) reduces to:
n2 ≈ 1−X = 1− f
2
p
f 2
(10)
where, fp is the plasma frequency and f is the frequency of the electromag-
netic wave propagating through the plasma. The approximation given in
Equation (10) shows that, for a radio wave propagation, the ionosphere has
a dielectric constant less than unity. Equation (10) can be Taylor expanded
and written as;
n ≈ 1− f
2
p
2f 2p
(11)
Equation (11) can be re-written in terms of the delay that the signal experi-
ences due to it’s propagation through the ionosphere of length, L, normalized
by the speed of light. Thus, the ionospheric delay can be written as
∆τion =
∫ L
0 (n− 1)dl
c
(12)
This delay is part of the total delay measured by a two-element interferometer
discussed in Chapter four. Substituting Equation (11) into Equation (12)
yields:
∆τion = −
∫ L
0 f
2
pdl
2c · f 2p
(13)
where, fp ≈ 9
√
N e [ Hz] and Ne, [
electrons
m3
] is the electron density of the
ionosphere. Equation (13) now becomes:
∆τion =
−40.5 · ∫ L0 Nedl
c · f 2p
(14)
Since, TEC =
∫ L
0 Nedl, Equation (14) can also be expressed as:
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∆τion =
−40.5 · TEC
c · f 2p
[seconds] (15)
where, TEC is the total electron content in [ electrons
m2
], c is the speed of light
[m
s
] and fp is in Hz. This can be further converted to phase delay ∆φion;
∆φion = [∆τion] · 2pifp
=
−8.4832 · 109 · TEC
fp
[in radians] (16)
here, TEC is expressed in total electron content units (TECU), and 1 TECU
= 1016 electrons
m2
.
In this thesis, I have focused on the phase delay; a dispersive component
causing a delay which is ionospheric, and frequency dependent. In the next
section, I will describe various parameters that are used to characterize the
ionosphere.
2.3 Characterising the ionosphere
The sun’s radiation causes ionization in the ionosphere, with a height range
≈ 50-2000 km, [Gao and Liu., 2002]. This produces free electrons which,
from a height of 50 km, advance or delay the radio waves. Ions are also
produced, and the number of electrons and ions are nearly equal 5. The
spatial distribution of these charged particles is due to photochemical and
5The ionosphere is a quasi-neutral medium, [Milan, 2004].
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transportation processes. These processes distribute the ionic species at dif-
ferent heights. The regions formed are labelled depending on the type of
the dominant ionic species. The E-region is dominated by O2+ ions, NO+
dominate the F1 region while O+ dominate the F2. The topside, extending
from the F2 layer is characterized by decreasing O+ ions as H+ and He+
become dominant.
The absorption of solar radiation as it passes through the ionosphere,
decreases with decreasing height (measured from the surface of the earth).
This implies that there is less ionization, and thus a lower concentration of
electrons with increase in height per square meter as depicted by the general
Chapman profile [Budden, 1985] and [Stanimir et al, 2003] given in Equation
(17) and shown in Figures 2 and 3,
Ne(h) = Ne(hm)e
(k[1−Z−e−Z ]) = Nee1−Z−secχe
−Z
(17)
where, hm is the height at peak density, Ne(hm). If q0 is the peak production
rate, (m−3s−1), and α the recombination rate (m3s−1), the peak density is
given by Ne(hm) =
√
q0
αrec
. Z is given in terms of the scale height (H) given by
Equation (18). χ is the parameter defining the solar zenith angle dependence
of the Chapman layer.
Z =
h− hm
H
(18)
Here, H=h−50
3
, and we have,
hm = hmin +
50
2
[1 + cos ξ] (19)
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where ξ ≈ 0.001[sin(ψm + HA
2
)] (20)
Here, hm , [270 ≤ hm ≤450, km] depends on the hour angle, τh and the
geomagnetic longitude, ψm is the mean intersection of the ray path and the
ionosphere layer for a particular elevation, azimuth, longitude and latitude
of the observing station. The coefficient, k represents the two distinct formu-
lations, dependent on the photochemical process in play, as described below:
α-Chapman, k=0.5 - This assumes that the electrons recombine directly
with positive ions, X+ + e → X. The number of electrons available
is negligible. The loss rate is given by, L = αrecN
2. Here, αrec is the
recombination rate. I have considered this mechanism since the iono-
spheric electron density variation has a quadratic form.
β-Chapman, k=1 - Here, the electron loss is through attachment to neu-
tral particles, X + e → X−. The loss rate is linear and is given by,
L = βatN . Here, βat is the attachment coefficient. This process is as-
sociated with electrons in the D-region.
12
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Figure 2: The α-Chapman profile for the vertical electron density variation.
The loss mechanism is through direct attachment to positive ion species. The
different curves depict the effect of solar zenith angle, in degrees, on total
electron densities in the ionosphere.
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Figure 3: The β-Chapman profile for the vertical electron density variation.
The equilibrium condition is affected by loss of electrons through attachment
to neutral molecules. The different curves show the variation of electron
density in the ionosphere with solar zenith angle in degrees.
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The degree of ionization is a balance between the rates at which the elec-
trons/ions are produced and lost. The production and loss rates in turn de-
pend on the concentrations of the different gases in the atmosphere. The pro-
duction rate of the ions/electrons depend also on the intensity and wavelength
of the radiation from the sun. The ionosphere remains quasi-neutral due to
an equilibrium state between the production and loss of the ions/electrons.
The state of equilibrium of charged particles varies with height in the
ionospheric medium. This leads to the medium exhibiting layers, manifesting
degrees of ionization. These layers are characterized by differing density of
electrons/ions. The degree of ionization is dependent on the temperature
of particles present. In this way, the ionospheric medium is layered into
regions. The regions of the bottomside ionosphere are shown in Figure 4 and
described as:
D-region - This is the lowest ionospheric layer covering an altitude of about
60-90 km. Hard X-rays and solar Lyman radiation ionize the molecules
which in turn absorb the radio signals with frequencies in the lower
VHF band.
E-region - This region is in the height range, 90-140 km. Ionization here is
due to soft X-rays. Scintillations are often observed in this region due
to solar particle precipitation in the aurora region.
F1-region This layer lies between 140-210 km. It is only observed during
the day. It is more pronounced during summer than winter and during
ionosphere storms, [Davies, 1990].
15
F2-region This has a characteristic height of 200-400 km. It is the most
dense of the regions and exhibits the highest variability with height
fluctuating between 250-450 km. It is mainly produced from ionization
of atomic oxygen which is the main constituent at this height.
The topside ionospheric layer starts at the F2 peak layer height and extends
to about 3500 km, [Bilitza et al, 1998].
16
Figure 4: Mid-latitude ionosphere structure during the summer day. Main
ionizing radiations are indicated. Taken from Davies [1990].
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Another aspect of characterising the ionosphere is by monitoring the vari-
ation of TEC along a ray path through the ionosphere from the D-region
to the topside of the ionosphere. If the ray path is in the solar zenith di-
rection, vertical TEC (vTEC) is computed, otherwise slant TEC (sTEC) is
determined. vTEC can be computed from sTEC using a single layer (SLIM)
mapping function or the obliquity factor given by Equation (21).
F (z) =
1
cos z′
where (21)
sin z′ =
Re
Re +Hio
sin z
Here, Re is the mean earth radius while Hio is the ionospheric height above
the surface of Earth in km.
The slab thickness; the depth of an imaginary ionosphere with the same
TEC as the actual ionosphere and with uniform electron density equal to
the maximum electron density of the actual ionosphere [Goodwin, 1995] can
also be used to describe the vertical variation of electron density in the iono-
sphere. In the next section, monitoring and estimating total electron content
variability using Chapman profile, IRI and GPS data will be discussed.
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3 Total Electron Content (TEC) Variability
3.1 Introduction
The TEC over a specific region of the Earth does not remain constant
throughout the year, month, day and even hour. Observations of the iono-
sphere at smaller time scales reveal transient variations. A number of phys-
ical processes have been suggested as being the cause of these spatial and
temporal variations. Aurora and solar events cause variations in time scales
of seconds to hours. Atmospheric temperature and pressure changes are
evident in the ionospheric variations since the ionosphere is coupled with
the lower atmosphere. Variations of the magnetic, (during magnetic storms
and sub-storms) and electric fields induce variations in the parameters that
characterize the state of the ionosphere. The ionosphere nearly (there are
subtle lags) co-rotates with the Earth, (since the ionospheric electrons are
fixed into the earth’s magnetic field) so ionospheric variations may show an
imprint of irregular motion of the earth. Therefore, accurate monitoring of
fast changes will depend on the type of ionospheric model, i.e. it’s ability to
resolve changes at smaller time scales. In the next section, I will describe the
temporal variations of TEC.
3.2 TEC Variability
The effects that an ionospheric medium induces on the radio signal pass-
ing through it have been under continuous investigation. The nature of
the ionosphere is well understood. A number of empirical [Brunner, 1991]
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and [Klobuchar, 2001] and physical models [Bilitza, 2003] for ionospheric
characterization have been suggested. The main area of concern to radio as-
tronomers is the disturbances that the ionosphere causes to extra-terrestrial
radio signals propagating through it. These disturbances can be described
in terms of TEC variability. The measured variability is caused by atmo-
spheric wave motions and plasma dynamics through electrodynamic pro-
cesses. For instance, the ionospheric wind dynamo generates electric fields
which cause plasma drifts which are known to cause the equatorial electron
density anomaly [Richmond, 1995]. The atmospheric gravity waves and the
strong electric fields give rise to plasma density gradients which in turn cause
electron density instabilities manifested in the form of TEC variations. Reg-
ular 6 and irregular 7 TEC variations have been observed. Below, I will
describe some forms of regular variations.
Diurnal Variations - The ionospheric electron density exhibits regular vari-
ations, with a peak during the day to a minimum during the night. The
F layer densities peak at about 14H00, South African Standard Time,
(SAST). During early morning (04H00 to 07H00) and pre-dawn (18H00
to 20H00), the ionospheric densities can drop by two orders of mag-
nitude. There are localized enhancements of these variations at late
afternoon/evening. These temporal variabilities are however latitude
and altitude dependent.
27-Day and sun spot (SS) cycle variation - As the sun rotates on its
axis, the visibility trend of SS, follows the rotational period of the
6Show uniform pattern, i.e. occur in cycles and are easily predicted.
7Arise due to abnormal behavior of the sun, and cannot be predicted easily.
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sun. The solar cycle (11 year cycle) is characterized by the intensity
of the SS number, with increased SS at solar maximum while fewer SS
occurring at solar minimum. The degree of ionization for each layer in
the ionosphere varies with the 27-day solar variation as well as the 11
year solar cycle thus, the SS is a good measure of solar activity.
Seasonal Variations - These variations arise due to revolution of the earth
around the sun. The relative position of the sun with respect to a point
on the atmosphere/earth therefore varies. This means that there will
be varying radiation at different locations on the earth’s surface.
3.3 Methods of estimating TEC variability
A number of methods have been used to compute TEC and TEC variabil-
ity. The appropriateness of any given method depends on the application
and type of data available. Empirical methods rely on observed data while
physical models rely on profilers, from which TEC computation is based on
predictions. TEC computed from GPS, VLBI, and international reference
ionosphere, IRI, data have been used to compute TEC and TEC variabil-
ity [Ciraolo and Spalla., 2002], [Kondo, 1991] and [Mamoru et al, 2003]. In
this thesis, GPS data, model data and IRI 2001 data were used to compute
TEC over the Southern African region. Figure 5 shows night time varia-
tion of vTEC computed from GPS data recorded by the Simonstown [34.190
S, 18.440 E] GPS receiver, predicted vTEC using model function and IRI
2001 data on 2003-03-13. The correlation indices between GPS(University of
New Brunswick model, (UNB)) derived vTEC and model values and vTEC
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Figure 5: Night time IRI 2001, Model function, and GPS based vTEC at
Simonstown, [33.190 S, 18.440 E] location on 2003-03-13.
derived from IRI 2001 and model vTEC are 0.9 and 0.8 respectively. This
implies the level of agreement between model vTEC, GPS derived vTEC
and vTEC derived from IRI 2001 is remarkable. The vertical TEC (vTEC)
derived from GPS sTEC, from IRI 2001 data and the model function show
similar pattern during night time. The IRI 2001 model computes average
vTEC over a long timescale and therefore smears out temporal variations
seen from GPS data and model function.
I have used the Chapman profile as presented by Feltens, (1998) to derive
sTEC along a ray path at 200, and 350; elevation and azimuth angles from an
arbitrary chosen location, [250 S, 200 E]. Figure 6 shows the diurnal variation
of the solar solar zenith angle.
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Figure 6: Variation of sun Zenith angle from [250 S, 200 E] on 2003-04-11.
However TEC dependence on solar zenith angle is not well explored in
Feltens (1998). If the solar zenith angle is set to different values, night time
TEC remains constant throughout but varies with these values as shown in
Figure 7. It is evident that setting the solar zenith angle to a constant value
at night does not depict the true nature of the ionosphere.
Instead of fixing the solar zenith angle, I have modelled the ionosphere
using IRI 2001 data in two ways. First, TEC derived from the IRI 2001
data corresponding with solar zenith values greater than 890 (as shown in
Figure 6 was fitted into a Fourier series. I have assumed that since solar zenith
angles depend on time, a periodic function can represent the variability of
the ionosphere during night time. A Fourier series of the form shown in
Equation (22) was used.
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Figure 7: Diurnal TEC derived from the Chapman profile from [34.240 S,
19.260 E] on 2005-05-05. The solar zenith angles are fixed to 700, 750, 800,
and 850.
g(z) =
a0
2
+
l=3∑
l=1,z
al cos(lz) +
l=3∑
l=1,z
bl sin(lz) (22)
Here, l is the order of the Fourier series, a0, al and bl are the coefficients of
the function while Z is the azimuth angle. The coefficients were determined
and used to estimate TEC during the night. TEC values computed in this
way were then compared with night time TEC derived from IRI and shown
in Figure 8a and b. The difference in the standard deviation between IRI
derived TEC and TEC derived from the Fourier series is 2.2 TECU. The
results show a similar pattern.
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Figure 8: vTEC derived from IRI 2001 data compared with TEC recon-
structed from Fourier series. Figure 8(a) shows the diurnal variation on
2001-03-14 while Figure 8 (b) shows variations on 2005-03-14. These re-
sults were calculated from a location with geographical coordinates, [34.220
S, 19.240 E].
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Figure 9: Electron density profiles derived using the on-line IRI 2001 model
on 2003-04-11 for a location at [30.00 S, 20.00 E] along 200 and 350 elevation
and azimuth angles respectively. Figure by Cilliers, [2005].
In the second approach, I have used a model by Cilliers, [2005] for vertical
electron density profiles. This model is useful since it can be used to estimate
night time TEC as opposed to the approach of the Chapman profile model.
IRI 2001 data of 2003-04-11 was used to derive values of maximum Ne and
TEC from each profile, see Figures 9 and 10.
A polynomial fit of Ne(max) versus solar zenith angle was obtained for the
night-time hours 18H00 to 06H00. Night time TEC values were determined
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Figure 10: Electron density profiles derived using the extended Chapman
profile on 2003-04-11 for a location at [30.00 S, 20.00 E] along 200 and 350
elevation and azimuth angles respectively.
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using a skewed cosine profile (we now call the extended Chapman) with the
same peak value as the polynomial approximation of Ne(max) for night-time
electron densities. The skewed cosine function is given in Equation (23). The
IRI TEC values were compared to the Chapman and extended Chapman
model. The extended Chapman model can be described as:
Ne = Nm [1− cos β] (23)
β = 2pi(1− e−4hz)
hz =
h− hmin
hmax − hmin
Here, h is the height of the profiles, hmin is the minimum height of the
ionosphere at night time, hmax is the maximum height of the ionosphere. Nm
is the model electron density computed as follows;
Nm =
1
2
[polyval(p1, ψ · 180/pi)] ; (24)
where p1 =[0.0001 -0.0312 2.5012] are the polynomial coefficients for
night-time peak electron density fit to Solar zenith angles (ψ) above 850.
These equations were implemented using Matlab, which has an in-built func-
tion ’polyval’. The relationship between peak electron density and solar
zenith distances is shown in Figure 11.
Figure 12 shows the predicted pattern of TEC at night time using a
Fourier series function and the polynomial function compared to TEC de-
rived from IRI data on 2005-03-11.
Both models show a good correlation and can be combined to estimate
empirical TEC values during the day and night time as opposed to the
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Figure 11: Derived peak electron density versus solar zenith angles as pre-
dicted from [250 S, 200 E] along 200, and 350 elevation and azimuth angles
respectively on 2003-04-11. 1NU=1012 electrons
m3
. These are two curves but
are superimposed to give the variation over a complete day.
Chapman profile.
A measure of TEC variation can be used as an indicator of a disturbance
that the ionosphere imposes on a radio signal propagating through it. This
measure is critical for radio astronomy observations. For effective evalua-
tion of SKA astrometric performance, the ionospheric disturbance on the
expected extra-terrestrial radio signals must be estimated. I have assumed
that the radio receiving antennas will use an interferometric response and it
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Figure 12: Night time vTEC computed from IRI 2001, the Fourier function as
well as extended Chapman function. The Fourier function and the extended
Chapman function use coefficients derived from the IRI 2001 data.
is from this response function that the signal components arising from the
ionosphere, the atmosphere, baseline, source position and structure offsets
could be reconstructed. In the next section, correction techniques for iono-
spheric disturbances are discussed, which are relevant to the SKA.
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4 Ionospheric Correction Techniques, suitable
for the SKA
4.1 Introduction
The basic principle of astrometry relies on the interferometric delay observ-
able derived from observables of an interferometer response [Kaplan, 1998].
The response function is in turn the spatial coherence function8 (Vfp), of the
electric field between pairs of antenna elements located on the surface of the
earth and at positions linked by a baseline vector, ~B. Vfp is related to the
observed intensity, Ifp from an astronomical point or extended radio source
9
in the direction ~S given by Equation (25). Vfp is measured in spectral power
density units, (Wm−2Hz−1) while Ifp is measured in Wm
−2Hz−1. The flux
density is measured in Jansky, (Jy)10.
Vfp( ~B) =
∫
sky
Ifp(~S)e
−2piiω~S ~B
c dΩ (25)
where, Ω is the solid angle formed by the radio source.
8Vfp is a complex quantity and is also called the visibility function.
9A point source is an idealized source which subtends a very small angle. An extended
radio source emit radiations that cover a large part of the sky, e.g. the Milky way galaxy,
and its galactic center, Sagittarius A.
101 Jy=10−26Wm−2Hz−1.
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4.2 An Interferometer receiver system
An interferometer receiver system consists of feed, amplifier and mixers M1
and M2 all arranged in a particular pattern to minimize instrumental biases.
The received signal is used to reconstruct the structure and position of radio
sources in the sky. The signal measured is (the sampled version which yields
the dirty map [Haniff, 2002]), the sky brightness visibility distribution, V(u,
v) mapped on the (u, v) plane, a ’Fourier plane’.
Here, u = x
λ
and v = y
λ
.The dirty image, I is given by:
I = R∗ × [C∗(W ∗ × V ∗′)] (26)
For which, the visibility function is given by:
V ∗ = R(C × (WV ′)) (27)
where, V(u, v) is the actual visibility, V ′(u, v) is the measured (noisy) vis-
ibility function. Here, × and ∗ denotes the cross product and complex conju-
gation respectively. W(u, v) is either the taper, (T(u, v)) or density, (D(u, v))
as the weighting function. C(u, v) is the gridding convolution, chosen to avoid
aliasing. R(u, v) is the re-sampling function given as,
∑
j
∑
k δ(j− u∆u , k− v∆v )
The receiving system comprises of a number of stages, viz:
(i) Phase Lock. The receiver system starts with a heterodyning stage. The
radio frequency (RF) is scaled down to an intermediate frequency (IF).
The mixer and local oscillator are used as shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Conversion of RF to IF and phase lock stage. The phase lock
system sends an error signal to the LO for correction
.
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The principle of Interferometry involves combining two or more signals
from different antennas [Withels, 1975], see Figure 14. One consider-
ation is that, the receivers of the antennas in question operate at the
same frequency. This is done using the phase lock system. This uses
a reference frequency input that is common to all receivers. The refer-
ence frequency is compared with the Local Oscillator (LO) frequency.
Any deviation in the phase is communicated to the LO to correct this
error.
(ii) Correlation. The signal from each receiver assumes the shape of a noisy
sinusoidal signal. Part of it is the actual signal from the source but the
larger proportion is noise, i.e. the signal to noise ratio is less than one.
The source signal can be correlated between the two antennas but the
noisy part of the signal cannot since it consists of both the negative
and positive components. If we consider time varying voltages, V1(t),
and V2(t), their correlation is given by,
γ = < V1(t)V2(t) > (28)
γ =
∫ ∞
−∞
V1(τg)V2(t+ τg)dτg (29)
where,
V1(t) = V1 cos(2pif(t− τg))
V2(t) = V2 cos(2pift)
and τg = ~B · ~sc is the geometrical delay of one of the voltages.
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Thus,
γ = < V1V2 cos(2pif(t− τg)) cos(2pift) >
= V1V2 < cos
2(2pift) cos(2pifτg) + cos(2pift) sin(2pift) sin(2pifτg) >
= V1V2 cos(2pifτg)
This is further simplified to:
γ = V1V2 cos
(
2pif
B
c
sin∆ψ
)
(30)
= V1V2 cos
(
2pi
B
λ
sin∆ψ
)
(31)
= V1V2 cos
(
2pi
B′
λ
∆ψ
)
(32)
= V1V2 cos∆φ (33)
The motion of the point source through the interferometer fringe pat-
tern shown in Figures 15 to 18 is due to the slow variation of the cosine
term due to variation in τg as the earth rotates.
The rate at which the source moves through the fringes (fringe rate
(fr)) is given by Equation (34). The fr depends on the geometry of
the interferometer.
fr =
(
dωs
dt
)
1
Bλ cosHA
(34)
= −Ωeu cos δ (35)
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Figure 14: Block diagram for the correlation stage of a radio signal allows
the measurement of both the cosine and sine components simultaneously.
where, Ωe is the earth rotation rate [rads/sec], ωs = ~Bλ · ~s0 is the spa-
tial frequency and δ is the declination. Here, ~Bλ and ~s are the baseline
normalized by a wavelength of radio source signal and unit vectors in
the direction of radio wave respectively. u = Bλ cosHA is the spatial
coordinate.
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Figure 15: Fringe Visibility dependence on the baseline vector. A double
point source is convolved with a single point source to form a double extended
source. The visibility reduces with an increase in the baseline vector. The
fringe spacing, in radians, ( angular distance between successive maxima )
is given by nBλ = sin θab, where n = 0,±1,±2,±3, · · ·. If θab is small, the
fringe spacing is given by ∆θab ≈ 1Bλ . But if θab is large, the expression for
fringe spacing would be ∆θab ≈ 1Bλ·cos θab .
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Figure 16: East-West orientation, and the fringes on the u-v plane, (a spatial
plane in the sky perpendicular to the vector ~s). The fringe pattern is parallel
to the right ascension of the source, (on the u-axis).
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Figure 17: North-South orientation of an interferometer baseline, and the
fringes on the u-v plane. The fringes are on the v-axis, (parallel to the
direction of the declination of the radio source).
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Figure 18: The fringe pattern for which the interferometer baseline orienta-
tion is at an arbitrary angle from the North-South geometry.
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(iii) Calibration. This stage ensures that the measured visibility, V ′(u, v)
is as close as possible to the true visibility, V(u,v). The true visibility
is given by Equation, (36):
V (u, v) =
∫
sky
A(l,m)I(l,m)e−i2pi(ul+vm+wn)dl · dm, (36)
Here, (l,m) are the direction cosines. If phase center is considered,
the wn term representing τgfp is zero. (u, v) is the projected baseline
coordinates in wavelengths; u = Bl,λ and v = Bm,λ. V (u, v) is the true
visibility, A(l,m) is the normalized primary beam pattern for a single
antenna. I(l,m) is the brightness distribution of the source.
For discrete sampling of the antenna pair, (i, j) at a time t, the true
visibility when the group delay is compensated for using the fringe
fitting method, is expressed as:
Vij(t) =
∫
sky
A(l,m)I(l,m)e−i2pi(uij(t)l+vij(t)m)dl · dm, (37)
where; ul+vm is the geometric phase difference, ∆φ due to path length
difference between antenna i and j with respect to some source location
(l,m) and with respect to phase center.
Using hour angle , h0, and declination δ0, and baseline lengths, [Bx By
Bz] the geometric phase difference at the phase center is:
φg = 2piτgf l=m=0 (38)
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Since τg = ~Bλ · ~sc , using the source coordinates, a relationship between
the baseline and the source coordinates is;
τg · c =

u
v
w
 = λ
 − sin δ0 cosh0 sin δ0 sinh0 cos δ0
cos δ0 cosh0 − cos δ0 sin(h0) sin δ0


Bx
By
Bz

(39)
Defining the hour angle in terms of the local sidereal time (LST );
h0 = α0 − LST yielding dh0 = dα0
Here, α0 is the approximated right ascension of the source.
From which we have,
φg = 2pi [Bx cos δ0 cosh0 −By cos δ0 sinh0 +Bz sin δ0] (40)
How the errors in source determination as well as those associated with
baseline affect the group delay is captured by the differential equation
Equation (41).
dφg = 2pifdτg =
2pi
λ

dBx cos δ0 cosh0 − dBy cos δ0 sinh0 +Bz sin δ0
+dα0 cos δ0(Bx sinh0) +By cosh0
+dδ0(−Bx sin δ0 cosh0 +By sin δ0 sinh0 +Bz cos δ0)

(41)
This equation gives information on the factors affecting the group de-
lay τ(dφ), i.e. baseline errors (δB), and the source position errors
(∆α,∆δ).
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4.3 The Phase Equation
The output of a two element interferometer over an observing frequency
bandwidth is a convolution of the instruments’ response and the distribution
of the source emission [Aller, 2001]. This output exhibits a quasi-sinusoidal
time behavior, (also called fringes) which take the form:
R(t) = V cosφT (42)
where V is the amplitude of the fringe pattern and φT is the total phase
delay between the radio signal impinging the two antennas [Fomalont, 1995].
Both are functions of time and direction. The total phase delay consists of
a component that depends on the geometric path-length difference of the
radio signal travelling to each of the antennas, φg shown in Equation (43).
The total phase delay is also a function of the incoming radio signals. This
function co-rotates with the earth.
φg = 2pifav
 ~B · ~S
c
 ≡ 2pifavτg (43)
where, ~B is the separation of the phase centers, ~S is the unit vector in the
direction of the center of the source. The vectors ~B and ~S are separated by
θs. c is the speed of light [m s
−1], fav is the average of the signal frequency
[Hz]. The other components include the dispersive component φd, and the
visibility phase φv component which depends on the shape of the source.
In astrometry, the actual fringe phase of a connected element interferom-
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eter is derived from the observables. The total phase is given by Equation
(44).
φT = 2pifav(τg + τn) + φd + φv (44)
Here, τn is an additional component that linearly depends on frequency.
It is a non-dispersive time delay component, while τg exhibits dispersiveness.
If a reference phase, φref is expressed by Equation (45),
φref =
2pi ~B · ~S
λ
=
2pi ~B sin θ
λ
(45)
then for a source offset, of ∆θs, from a reference direction, the observed phase
for a point source is given by the phase Equation (46).
φobs =
2piB sin(θs +∆θs)
λ
≈ φref + 2piB∆θs cos θs
λ
(46)
Equation (46) could be used to compute the position coordinates of the
radio source, determine it’s structure as well as derive bias errors related to
the baseline vector, and the medium through which radio signals propagate.
In the next section, I will discuss how a simulated phase observation was
used to reconstruct ionospheric phase delay related to pointing errors of an
astronomical radio source.
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4.4 Simulation of the effects of TEC variability on point-
ing accuracy of a radio source
I have simulated the effects of ionospheric perturbations on the position of
a radio source based on an east-west interferometric array with a point ra-
dio source. I have considered a point radio source with coordinates 85.20
and 19.620 declination and right ascension respectively, and computed the
differential phase that would be received from this radio source at an inter-
ferometer unit linked by baseline B using Equation (47).
∆φobs =
2pifavB
c
[cosD cos δ cos(λ′ − α) + sinD sin δ] (47)
where ∆φ is the received phase difference between two interferometers sep-
arated by a baseline vector ~B [m] and forming an East-West orientation.
fav [Hz] is the mean frequency, c is the speed of light [ms
−1], and D the
declination of the baseline vector, taken to be equal to the latitude of the in-
terferometers. For two interferometers on different latitudes, B is computed
from the cartesian coordinate difference of the two geodetic coordinates of
the antennas. δ, and α are the declination and right ascension of the radio
source. λ′ = A0 + Ωe · t, where, A0 is the right ascension of the unit vector
pointing from the phase center to the radio source, Ωe is the angular velocity
of the earth, [rad/sec] and t is the observation time in seconds. The East-
West orientation, produces fringes on the u-v plane along the u-axis only, see
Figures 16, 17, and 18. This means that, while the rotation of the Earth with
respect to the sky helps fill the u-v plane with fringes, the fringe points might
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not fill the entire u-v plane even with a long period of observation time. This
will in turn lower the quality of the image formed from the Fourier transform
of the u-v plane intensity.
Differential phase parameter measurements are simulated, using a 10
minute time epoch with an integration time of 1 second. This integration
time is chosen since it corresponds to the time interval during which GPS
satellite receivers can provide us with pseudo range observables. I have used
the GPS observables to compute the sTEC and thus the phase delay. The
pointing error that the ionospheric delay causes while estimating the posi-
tion of the radio source using the received extra-terrestrial radio signals is
determined.
In my simulation, I have estimated errors in radio astronomy source co-
ordinates due to radio signal propagation through the ionosphere. In this
simple scenario, I have ignored errors attributed to baseline measurements,
radio source structure aliases and clock biases at each interferometer. I also
ignored the phase connection, i.e. the 2pin ambiguities in n observations.
Ionospheric phase contributions have been modelled using sTEC com-
puted from the Chapman thin layer approximation and dual GPS pseudo-
range observations. Shown in the appendix, is a description of a useful coor-
dinate transformation for computing TEC using GPS data. Data observed
at the two-frequencies (1575.42 and 1227.60 MHz) of the GPS receiver, were
used to derive the ionospheric delay of the electromagnetic waves travelling
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through the dispersive medium, given in Equations, (48) to (51), presented
in [Opperman and Cilliers., 2004] and [Hofmann-Wellenhof, 1997]. The two
GPS pseudo-range observables are the code and phase observations. The
code pseudo-range Pc observable is given in terms of the true range, ρ by the
Equation, (48).
Pc = ρ+ δρ
ion + δρtrop + c
(
δtSc − δtRc
)
+ c
(
bS + bR
)
+∆ (48)
where:
• δρion, and δρtrop are the range errors due to ionospheric and tropo-
spheric delays respectively.
• δtSc , and δtRc are the clock biases of the satellite and receiver clocks
respectively. These biases are referenced to the coordinated system of
the GPS constellation.
• bS, and bR are the satellite and receiver offset biases, expressed in units
of time.
• ∆ is the error due to multi-path interference, satellite phase center
offsets, (frequency dependent) as well as the random errors.
The carrier phase pseudo-range observable, L, is the difference in the
phase between the transmitting and receiving oscillators, i.e. the difference
between the phase of the receiver oscillator and the signal received plus the
number of cycles at the initial start of tracking given by Equation, (49).
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L = ρ+ δρion + δρtrop + c
(
δtSc − δtRc
)
+ λBg +∆ (49)
where:
• λ is corresponding wavelength of the observation
• Bg is the initial phase ambiguity, a frequency specific bias. It is ex-
pressed in terms of integer cycles.
The dual frequency receivers provide us with, Pc1 and Pc2 observables at
the two frequencies, f1=1575.42 and f2=1227.60 measured in MHz. The
observables are used to derive the ionospheric delay, measured in terms of
sTEC. If the difference between observables Pc1 and Pc2 is determined, the
identical, frequency independent terms, i.e. the true range term, ρ, clock
offsets, and the tropospheric delay, are eliminated [Opperman and Cilliers.,
2004]. Equation (48) becomes:
τion = Pc1 − Pc1
= ϑ · τion,1 + c
(
δbS − δbR
)
+ δ∆ (50)
where:
• ϑ = 1− f21
f22
=-0.647, is the normalization factor referencing the difference
between the f1 and f2 ionospheric delays to the f1.
• τion,1=40.28·1017f21 TEC, is the f1 related and epoch specific ionospheric
delay measured in meters, TEC is the sTEC.
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• δbS = bS,1 − bS,2 is the differential inter-frequency clock and hardware
delay, the differential code bias (DCB)11 of the satellite, measured in
units of time.
• δbR = bR,1− bR,2, is the DCB for the receiver and ∆ is the difference in
the multi-path and random errors.
• δ∆ is the differential multi-path and differential random errors.
The phase pseudo-range observables, L1 and L2 are expressed in terms of
the ionospheric delays at the two frequencies, f1 and f2, given in Equations,
(51).
τ phaseion = δρion,1 − δρion,2
= ϑτion,1 + δB +∆ (51)
where, δB = λ1B1 − λ2B2 is the ambiguity parameter, in units of length.
The ambiguity arises from the phase slips and jumps on f1 and/or f2. The
cycle slips and jumps occur due to loss of lock in the receivers.
I have neglected second and third terms in Equation (50) and evaluated
only sTEC. sTEC computed here is therefore not absolute but is an approx-
imation.
The ionospheric phase delay is injected into the simulated differential
phase of the signal from the extra-terrestrial radio source expressed as a
linear additive noise:
11Range values are in the order of 1 · · · 20 ns, ≡ 2 · · · 60 TECU [Opperman and Cilliers,
2004]
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∆φobs = ∆φsource +∆φion; (52)
where, ∆φsource is the actual clean phase from the astronomical radio source
and ∆φion is the ionospheric phase delay. Equation, (16) was used to relate
the ionospheric phase delay and sTEC.
To determine the position errors, [∆δ = δ − δ′, ∆α = α − α′], that the
ionospheric phase perturbation causes, I have used the least square method
(LSQ) to compute the parameters, η1, η2, and η3, obtained from Equation
(53).
c∆φobs
2pifB sinD
= η1 + η2 tanD cosλ+ η3 tanD sinλ (53)
η1 = sin δ
′ (54)(
η2
η3
)
= tanα′ (55)
Where, [δ′, α′] and [δ, α] are the estimated and true declination and right
ascension of the point radio source.
Irregularities of the ionospheric electron density along a signal path cause
rapid and random amplitude and phase fluctuations of a radio signal of the
order of 4 seconds, a phenomenon termed scintillation. In the next section,
a description of the procedure I used to investigate the occurrence of scintil-
lations will be presented.
4.5 Ionospheric Scintillations
Ionospheric scintillations are detected using the dual GPS receiver phase
and signal to noise ratio (SNR). I considered the phase scintillation which is
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modelled as an additive noise:
φr = φ0 + δφ (56)
where, φr is the measured phase, φ0 is the base phase from the radio source,
assuming other bias contributions, and δφ is the phase scintillation induced
by transient ionospheric changes.
For GPS signals, the phase scintillation observable [Wanninger, 1994] is:
δφ = κ[[φL2(t)− φL1(t)]− [φL2(t− 1)− φL1(t− 1)]] (57)
where, φL1 and φL2 are the GPS phase measurements in L1 and L2 respec-
tively and κ is a constant.
The phase scintillation is a linear process of the electron density irreg-
ularity of the ionosphere. It is therefore a gaussian process. To detect the
scintillations, the signal is transformed from the time domain to the frequency
domain, and a predominant frequency at which these transient fluctuations is
detected which is characteristic of the causative mechanism. Different trans-
formation schemes can be used, i.e. wavelet transform(WT)and Fast Fourier
transform(FFT). I have used the FFT scheme in my analysis.
I have considered a slowly, sinusoidal variation of the sTEC at timescales
larger than the integration time, and Fourier transformed the signal so that
the predominant frequency at which the scintillations occur is determined.
This frequency is however dependent on the integration time. In the next
section, the results of ionospheric TEC variation will be presented and dis-
cussed, with a typical correction scenario that the proposed SKA might use.
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5 Results and Discussion
5.1 Introduction
The proposed SKA in Southern Africa involves thousands of antennas at dif-
ferent geographic points. This implies that the differential ionospheric delay
along path lengths from the radio source to the interferometry pair will be of
concern. The Chapman profile fails to show TEC variability at night time
due to anomalous behavior of the sec function for angles greater than 900. I
have used the extended Chapman profile and the Fourier series function to
compute predicted slant/vertical total electron content, (sTEC/vTEC) from
different sites within the proposed region of the SKA sites. The IRI 2001
was also used to compute vTEC over these sites. This consideration will
help show how the baselines affect the differential sTEC. In this way, the
geometrical requirements of SKA will include sTEC as an important factor.
I have also considered the variation of sTEC with elevation angle.
5.2 Predicted sTEC at different locations within the
proposed SKA region using the extended Chap-
man profile
If the SKA array will receive radio signals at a typical frequency band of 1.5–
20.0 GHz, then the predicted sTEC computed using the extended Chapman
profile and the Fourier series function, could be used to derive the differential
ionosphere delay over each proposed SKA antenna at a specific location; (
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see Figure 19), pointing towards a radio source.
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Figure 19: Possible SKA sites in Southern Africa. Most of these stations are
positioned alongside GPS receivers.
Figure 20 shows the diurnal sTEC variation experienced by the radio sig-
nals traversing through the ionosphere for a location at [250 S, 200E]. I have
used the extended Chapman profile to predict this variation.
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Figure 20: Predicted diurnal sTEC variations caused by the ionosphere, for
a location at [250 S, 200E] in South Africa on 2003-04-11 along azimuth 350
and 250 elevation.
Figure 20 shows that, by using the extended Chapman profile, a day time
sTEC peak value of 45 TECU can be predicted. Night time sTEC values
are as low as 2.0 TECU. This implies that a phase delay of ≈ 255 radians
can be predicted during day time while at night time, the estimated phase
delay would be 11 radians at 1.5 GHz. At about 15H00 local time, there are
more electrons due to an enhanced ionization from UV and solar x- ray but
this fades away at pre-dawn and pre-dusk, due to an enhanced recombination
process. Chemical recombination processes involving the neutral atmosphere
and other ionized species are favored at sunset and sunrise times since there is
reduced UV and X-ray passing through the ionosphere as noted in [Hunsucker
and Hargreaves., 2003].
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Figure 21: Night time sTEC variation caused by the ionosphere, from a
location at [250 S, 200E] in South Africa on 2003-04-11 between 00H00 to
05H00 hours along azimuth 350 and 250 elevation. These values were derived
using the extended Chapman profile.
Night time vTEC variability was investigated using the Fourier series as
well as the raised cosine function. Results shown in Figures 21 and 22 are
based on the extended Chapman profile.
The Fourier series function, herein referred to as the model function was
used to compute vTEC from the seven stations shown in Figure 19. These
values were compared to those derived from IRI 2001. Using the reference
station ( denoted as REFS), longitudinal and latitudinal change of vTEC was
estimated. These results are shown in Figures 23. i–ii, 24. i–ii, 25. i–ii.
The difference in the standard deviation between IRI 2001 derived TEC and
TEC derived from the Fourier series is 0.2 TECU. The results from all the
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Figure 22: Night time sTEC variation caused by the ionosphere, from a
location at [250 S, 200E] in South Africa on 2003-04-11 between 17H00 to
23H00 hours along azimuth 350 and 250 elevation. These values were derived
using the extended Chapman profile.
selected locations show a similar pattern.
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Figure 23: vTEC derived from IRI 2001 data compared with TEC recon-
structed from Fourier series using coefficients obtained from the IRI 2001
data on 2005-05-05 between 18H00 and 06H00 UT at i- HERM, ii- SUTH .
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Figure 24: vTEC derived from IRI 2001 data compared with TEC recon-
structed from Fourier series using coefficients obtained from the IRI 2001 data
on 2005-05-05 between 18H00 and 06H00 UT at i- DRBN and ii- GEOS.
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Figure 25: vTEC derived from IRI 2001 data compared with TEC recon-
structed from Fourier series using coefficients obtained from the IRI 2001 data
on 2005-05-05 between 18H00 and 06H00 UT at i- PBWA, and ii- KMAN
respectively.
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The position of an interferometry pair has an effect on estimated sTEC.
If the radio telescopes are placed at different longitudes, the sTEC derived
from radio signals received at these positions will vary. The possible longi-
tudinal diurnal sTEC and differential sTEC gradient variation is shown by
Figures 26 and 27 on 2003-04-11 for a radio source along azimuth 350 and
elevation angle 250. The sTEC differential gradient pattern reveals that the
variability pattern of TEC at two different longitudes is similar but occur at
different times. Figure 28 shows that changes in the latitude do not affect the
diurnal sTEC as much as the effects induced by longitude changes. The base-
line was kept constant as the longitude and latitude positions were varied.
For an East-West configuration, sTEC varies linearly with variations in the
baseline length. Table 3 shows the absolute peak sTEC derived at latitude
250. Figure 29 shows the variation of differential sTEC for the East-West
and North-South configuration. The North-South configuration do not show
large diurnal variations in sTEC as compared to the East-West configuration.
The phase delays recorded on the radio telescopes are dependent on the
elevation angle of the radio signal ray. Lower elevation angles have higher
delays than when compared to the higher elevation angles. This is due to
the signal covering a longer path length through the ionosphere at lower
elevation angles compared to shorter path lengths at higher elevation angles.
Figure 30 shows a peak sTEC variation with elevation angles for a telescope
at [300 S, 250E] with an azimuth angle of 350 on 2003-04-11. These values
were derived from the extended Chapman profile. The dependence of sTEC
on elevation angle is important to SKA since this information would be used
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Figure 26: Diurnal sTEC variation at different longitudes from a location:
[300 S, 300 E and 300 S, 200 E] on 2003-04-11 along azimuth 350 and elevation
250.
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Figure 27: Diurnal changes in differential sTEC longitudinal gradient caused
by the ionosphere, from locations: [300 S, 300 E and 300 S, 200 E] on 2003-03-
11 along azimuth 350 and elevation 250. The sTEC gradient remains fairly
constant between 07H00 and 14H00 hours.
for determining telescope pointing (elevation cut off angles) angles to a radio
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Figure 28: Diurnal sTEC variation at different latitudes from locations; [300
S, 200 E and 200 S, 200 E] on 2003-04-11 along azimuth 350 and elevation
250.
Table 3: Predicted peak differential sTEC dependence on baseline length be-
tween radio telescopes with an East-West configuration on 2003-04-11 along
azimuth 350 over latitude [250 S].
Baseline length [km] Differential sTEC [TECU]
188.14 3.46
376.05 5.07
563.50 8.14
750.27 10.82
936.12 13.14
sky and also rating observations of radio signals. Lowly rated observations
would require other means of ionospheric correction or could be discarded.
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Figure 29: Predicted differential sTEC variation at constant baseline length
for radio telescopes with East-West and North-South configuration on 2003-
04-11 along azimuth 350. Differential sTEC variation is not highly pro-
nounced in the North-South configuration.
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Figure 30: Predicted sTEC variation with elevation angles on 2003-04-11
along azimuth 350 from [250 S, 200 E].
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A number of factors must be considered while scheduling radio observa-
tions using the SKA array. The geometry of the SKA antenna array, the
state of the ionosphere, the nature of the radio sources, the separation angle
between the radio and the calibrator sources all prevail on the scheduling
program. The ionospheric phase delay (predicted) could be useful for esti-
mating the temporal and spatial changes that the ionosphere causes on the
radio signal traversing through it. The effects of the geometry on the receiv-
ing antennas can be estimated and factored in during post-correlation data
reduction process. Nevertheless, based on the modelled night time values,
TEC variability in Southern Africa show a consistent pattern with an in-
termittent spread seen towards dawn. All stations selected exhibited similar
trends.
Monitoring of TEC gradients over a given region is an important sup-
plement to monitoring scintillations and travelling wave guides. The spatial
TEC gradients between the reference station and other stations in the net-
work lies between ±0.5 TECU
10
longitudinally and latitudinally. This indicates
that the ionosphere over the Southern Africa region do not experience abrupt
ionospheric changes. This implies that short time ionospheric phenomena like
scintillations ands short time travelling ionospheric disturbances are unlikely.
Again, predicting and monitoring these gradients is possible if the empirical
and physical approaches are combined. In the next section, TEC variability
using GPS data will be examined.
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5.3 GPS derived TEC
Due to the dispersive nature of the ionosphere, dual frequency GPS mea-
surements may provide information concerning the state of the ionosphere
by deriving parameters that characterize it such as TEC and differential
TEC. This is done by computing differential code and carrier phase mea-
surements. To a first approximation, the differential phase delay obtained
from the difference between L1 and L2 phases is proportional to the total
electron content along a ray path between a GPS transmitter and receiver.
Through a linear combination of the L1 and L2 observations, the ionospheric
delay can also be eliminated. Of concern to SKA is the advantage that from
the dual-frequency measurements, we can remotely sense the ionosphere.
Tables 4 to 7 show tabulated results of sTEC and Pseudo Vertical TEC
(pVTEC) for the satellites, identified by their SV numbers at different ele-
vation angles from the Hermanus (HER) dual GPS receiver station for the
different time epochs; 00H00, 06H00, 12H00, 20H00 UTC as derived from
the GPS data recorded on 2003-04-11.
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SV no. Elev, [Degrees] sTEC, [TECU] pVTEC, [TECU]
7 28.87 47.63 32.71
5 31.63 59.99 43.50
4 48.17 47.32 42.91
10 50.92 59.91 55.50
24 61.59 51.99 50.78
Table 4: TEC (in TECU) values on 2003-04-11 at 00H00.
SV no. Elev, [Degrees] sTEC, [TECU] pVTEC, [TECU]
26 30.10 64.37 45.37
15 59.40 57.90 56.13
23 57.40 57.84 55.61
18 57.48 56.09 53.94
17 63.97 44.67 43.92
9 65.37 55.70 54.94
21 65.56 37.27 36.78
Table 5: TEC (in TECU) values on 2003-04-11 at 06H00.
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SV no. Elev, [Degrees] sTEC, [TECU] pVTEC, [TECU]
2 21.54 110.09 89.68
14 24.82 114.29 71.39
6 26.52 – –
20 32.43 110.84 81.74
16 67.97 80.49 79.77
25 56.99 86.44 82.95
Table 6: TEC (in TECU) values on 2003-04-11 at 12H00. P1 value
for satellite SV.6 was not present.
SV no. Elev, [Degrees] sTEC, [TECU] pVTEC, [TECU]
22 28.74 41.68 23.17
31 34.20 46.04 28.57
28 37.76 41.68 33.56
27 57.39 52.56 45.17
8 64.35 50.05 45.64
11 66.99 33.86 31.45
Table 7: TEC (in TECU) values on 2003-04-11 at 18H00.
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Tables 4 to 7 show that the average sTEC and pVTEC values vary with
the time of the day. At 00H00 and 18H00 UTC, pVTEC are at a minimum
compared to pVTEC derived at 12H00. This is to be attributed to the
difference in the path lengths through which the radio signal transmitted
from the satellite propagates. sTEC is derived from slant range that is longer
compared to the near vertical path length from which pVTEC is derived, see
Equation (21). Figure 31 shows the transient variations of slant TEC for a
short time interval of 10 minutes at midday. The sTEC is computed using
GPS data sampled at one second intervals at the Hermanus GPS station.
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Figure 31: Snapshot [a 10 minute window] of the variation of sTEC derived
from GPS observation data recorded at Hermanus dual frequency receiver
station on 2003-04-11.
I used GPS data to investigate scintillations by transforming the additive
sum of the phase delays due to ionospheric sTEC and the simulated phase
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from the radio source to the frequency domain using FFT. Results from the
FFT signal did not have any significant frequency. This implies that the
scintillations were absent in the data that I considered, see Figure 32. Gen-
erally, scintillations have been observed and are limited to mid-latitudes and
high latitudes as opposed to low latitudes. To verify that the Matlab code I
used would detect the scintillations if they were present, I used a base sTEC
and computed the corresponding phase delay. This was then mapped to a
sinusoidal function at a frequency, defined by the observation time interval
and was then Fourier transformed. The results captured the predominant
frequency, see Figure 33.
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Figure 32: Fourier transform of sTEC derived from GPS data recorded at
Hermanus dual frequency receiver station on 2003-04-11. The ftec is the
FT of sTEC. There is no noticeable dominant frequency, indicating that the
scintillations are absent.
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Figure 33: Fourier transform of sinusoidal sTEC by a dominant Frequency of
0.01 Hz. This is an indication that the scintillations characterized by 0.01 Hz
could be detected if they were present in the 10 minute snapshot GPS data
recorded between 10H00 and 10H10 for a satellite at an elevation of 32.340.
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5.4 Pointing errors due to phase delay
I have used predicted and observed sTEC to estimate the error in declination
and right ascension of a radio source at [α = 19.620, δ = 85.200] . I have sim-
ulated differential phase delays of the radio signal propagating through the
ionosphere and received the signal at two radio signals for a time period of
10 minutes. The differential phase delay is related to the source coordinates
and position errors computed from Equations (47) and (53). Table 8 shows
the pointing errors arising from ionospheric delay of a radio signal passing
through the ionosphere as predicted using the modified Chapman profile at
different positions, (thus baselines) along the same line of latitude (300 S).
Table 8: Predicted radio source pointing errors induced by the ionosphere
computed by the extended Chapman profile. The pointing errors are in order
of milliarcseconds mas as reported in literature [Pe´re-Torres et al, 2000].
Longitude difference, [0] 3.0 5.0 7.0 9.0
Baseline, B [km] 329.92 549.75 769.41 988.85
∆δ, [mas] 20.92 10.28 5.85 4.08
∆α, [mas] 2.86 1.72 0.99 0.57
I also used a typical mid-day sTEC computed from GPS data and com-
puted the radio source position errors due to the signal propagation through
the ionosphere at different baseline lengths. From the results, pointing errors
of the order of mas can be estimated from the measured sTEC, see Table
9. Measured and predicted ionospheric sTEC can therefore be useful in cor-
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recting the pointing errors that arise from phase delays due to the ionosphere.
Table 9: GPS derived sTEC effect on radio source pointing errors. The
pointing errors are higher in order of magnitude to those predicted by the
extended Chapman model.
Baseline, B [km] 329.92 556.41 778.74 1000.80
∆δ, [mas] 25.47 12.48 6.90 4.59
∆α, [mas] 7.22 4.34 2.20 1.67
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6 Conclusion
The SKA frequency spectrum is sensitive to the conditions of the mid-latitude
ionosphere. The parameters that characterize the state of the ionosphere;
TEC, differential TEC as well as slab thickness can be derived from ob-
served (GPS) and predicted (Chapman) data. The ionospheric spatial and
temporal differential TEC variability induces phase delays and transient fluc-
tuations on the radio signal propagating through it.
Simulated results for the South African SKA array show that, the mea-
sured and predicted differential TEC and TEC variability cause phase delays
of the order of 10-200 radians. These phase delays translate to an order of
milliarcseconds in pointing offsets of a radio source position. These point-
ing errors can be corrected for if differential TEC is known in near real
time. Data from which differential TEC and TEC variability could be re-
constructed from is available [at one second intervals] at the GPS ground
receivers in South Africa. This can be supplemented using the modified
Chapman profile which includes night time conditions. The extended Chap-
man model presented here is not conclusive. Future refinements are required
to include initial input parameters like the electron density, the scale height
and coefficients of the polynomial function so as to represent the physical
conditions of the ionosphere. In this way, a good model describing the diur-
nal ionospheric conditions through the radio signals received by the proposed
SKA antennas could be derived.
The occurrence of scintillations caused by the ionosphere can also be
monitored using the observed GPS data. A 10 minute snapshot of the data
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(10H00 to 10H10) recorded by the Hermanus dual GPS receiver on 2003-04-
11, was processed and results showed no noticeable scintillations. The time
used here is not representative and monitoring over longer time scales (Hours
and days) is needed for comprehensive prediction of scintillations.
Simulated results show that the SKA antenna geometry, affects the esti-
mation of differential TEC and TEC variability. This translates to different
phase delays for different antenna pairs, if the antenna dependent effects on
the signals are ignored for simplicity. This implies that, antenna dependent
ionospheric correction schemes would be needed. The flow chart shown in
Figure 34 shows ionospheric correction stages that would be appropriate to
SKA.
In conclusion, the current GPS receiver network can provide data from which
ionospheric phase delays could be corrected for in near real time. Further
investigation on the use of predicted and observed data for temporal and
spatial modelling of the ionosphere is necessary.
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Figure 34: Typical SKA ionosphere correction process.
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7 Appendix : Transformations
A number of Transformations are required to place different points in the
same coordinate system. To correctly describe GPS satellite positions, we
need to know the position of the earth receiver as well as the position of the
satellite in orbit. The position of the receiver is described by the geographic
or geodetic coordinate system. These coordinates are transformed to Earth-
centered Earth-fixed (ECEF) coordinates. The satellite position is described
by either the satellite orbit and orbit orientation in space-plane coordinate
system, right ascension-declination, and the azimuth, elevation and range
coordinate system.
A few coordinate systems will be described herein. Details of other transfor-
mations are presented on a separate article and will be available on request.
The symbols and abbreviations used here are local; they denote parameters
discussed in the appendix only and should not be confused if ever used earlier.
7.1 ECEF, Geocentric and Geodetic coordinate sys-
tems
A geodetic position of the Earth station is described on an ellipsoidal surface
by geodetic latitude and longitude, [−pi
2
≤ ψe ≤ pi2 ] and [−pi ≤ λe ≤ pi] re-
spectively, while the six Keplerian elements are used to describe the celestial
position of the satellite.
The simplest case of a coordinate system is ECEF coordinate system.
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Here, the three orthogonal axes define the coordinate system, see Figure
35.The Z-axis coincides with earth’s rotation axis and the X-Y plane coin-
cides with the equatorial plane. This is sometimes referred to as the local
cartesian coordinate set. It assumes that the center of the earth is the origin
of the coordinate system. The geocentric coordinate system is quite similar
to the above but differ only in the parameter specification. Instead of speci-
fying the set XYZ as in ECEF system, the geocentric coordinate system uses
the longitude, the latitude and height above an ellipsoid.
Figure 35: Cartesian coordinates
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The coordinates of an observer in the World Geodetic System, 1984
(WGS84) given as longitude, latitude and height (LLA) can be transformed
to ECEF (XYZ) coordinates using the following equations:
X = (Nc + hc) cos(ψc) cos(λc) (58)
Y = (Nc + hc) cos(ψc) sin(λc) (59)
Z =
((
1− e2c
)
Nc + hc
)
sin(ψc) (60)
where, φc is the latitude in degrees, λc is the longitude in degrees, h is the
height above the WGS84 ellipsoid in metres, a and b is the semi-major and
semi-minor axis, ec is the eccentricity, Nc is the radius of curvature, in metres
expressed as;
Nc =
a√
1− e2c sin2 ψc
(61)
The above equations use the WGS84 parameters given in Table 10.
Name Notation Value Units
Semi-major axis a 6378137.00 m
Semi-minor b a(1− f) m
First eccentricity ec
√
a2−b2
a2
–
Flattening f 1
298.257223563
–
Ecc.Squared e2c 2f − f 2 –
Table 10: WGS84 Ellipsoid Parameters
Table 11 shows the input (LLA) and the resulting output from the trans-
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formation. The percentage deviation from the original coordinates is also
shown.
Table 11: Geocentric conversion to ECEF coordinates
- Input-LLA Output-LLA Perc.Error(LLA)
Latitude [0] -20.0 -20.0 0.00
Longitude [0] 30.0 -30.0 0.00
Height [m] 0.0 -29.4 0.03
Latitude [0] 40.0 40.0 0.00
Longitude[0] 60.0 60.0 0.00
Height [m] 60.0 60.0 0.00
Similarly, Table 12 shows the results of the transformation; XYZ trans-
formed to LLA and then back to XYZ values, .
Table 12: ECEF conversion to Geocentric coordinates
- Input-XYZ [km] Output-LLA [km] Perc.Error(XYZ)
X 4500.00 4500.00 5.1·10−4
Y 1850.00 1850.00 1.1·10−5
Z 4110.00 4109.99 6.3·10−5
X 4796.68 4796.68 3.3·10−5
Y 2930.34 2930.34 1.4·10−5
Z -3005.45 -3005.34 3.6 ·10−3
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For the inverse transformation, the following closed equations could be
used:
λc = tan
−1 Y
X
(62)
ψc = tan
−1
(
Z + e2c1b sin
3 θ
p− e2ca cos3 θc
)
(63)
hc =
p
cosψc
−Nc (64)
ec1 =
√
a2 − b2
b2
(65)
where p and θc are expressed as:
p =
√
X2 + Y 2
θc = tan
−1(
Za
pb
)
The results from these transformations show that transforming from LLA
to ECEF and back to LLA and/vice versa yields errors of transformation in
the order of mm.
In the transformation from geocentric to geodetic coordinates, the geo-
centric (LLA) coordinates are converted to cartesian coordinates. From the
cartesian coordinates, they are transformed to geodetic coordinates using
Vincenty formulae [Vincenty, 1980].
tanψc1 =
(
a1
b1
)2 (Z
P
) [
1 +
e4chc1a (Z
2 − P 2)
4a1
]
(66)
T =
(P − hc1 cosψc1)2
a2
(67)
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U =
(Z − hc1 sinψc1)2
b2
(68)
h = h1 +
T + U − 1
2
(
T
a
+ U
b
) (69)
ψc = tan
−1
[(
a
b
)2 Z − e2ch sinφc1
P
]
(70)
λc = tan
−1
(
Y
X
)
(71)
(72)
Where:
b = a (1− f )
P 2 = X2 + Y 2
r2 = P 2 + Z2
hc1 = r − a+ (a− b)Z
2
r2
a1 = a+ hc1
b1 = b+ hc1
Dana’s formulae [Dana, 1999] are used for inverse transformation. Here,
the geodetic coordinates are converted first to cartesian coordinates. Using
this cartesian coordinates, the geocentric coordinates are computed.
C = cos2 ψc +
(
(1− f ) sin2
)−0.5
(73)
S = C (1− f )2 (74)
P =
√
X2 + Y 2 (75)
ec1 =
a2 − b2
b2
(76)
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θc = tan
−1 Za
pb
ψ1 = tan
−1

(
Z + e2c1b sin
3 θ3c
)
((P − e2ca cos3 θc)
 (77)
Nc =
a√(
1− e2c sin2 θc
) (78)
hc =
(
p
cosψc1
)
−Nc (79)
λc = arctan 2 (Y,X) (80)
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Figure 36 shows the relation between geodetic and geocentric coordinates.
 
Figure 36: Geocentric and Geodetic coordinate system
Table 13 shows the input and output values during the conversion from
geocentric coordinates to geodetic and back to geocentric coordinates.
7.2 Satellite Orbit-coordinate systems.
The path of the satellite orbiting round the Earth takes the form of an ellipse.
The parameters described below are used to specify the shape of the orbit,
and position of the satellite in orbit.
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Table 13: Conversion from Geocentric to Geodetic and back to Geocentric
coordinates.
Input Output Percentage deviation
Lat=60.000 60.0230 0.04
Lon=40.000 40.000 0.00
h=0.00 m 0.0002 m 0.02
Lat=-30.000 -30.170 0.57
Lon=-20.000 -20.000 0.00
h=1250.00m 1198.15 m 4.15
7.2.1 Satellite Orbit-plane
Period of Revolution. This is time taken by the satellite to revolve around
the Earth. It is given by the formula.
P =
2pi
κs
√
µ
s
· a
3
2
s (81)
Where P [seconds], is period of revolution, µs =
ms+Me
Me
≈ 1, ms [kg] is the
mass of satellite, and Me is the mass of Earth and κs ≈ 1.9965 · 107 [m
3
2
s
], is
the gravitational constant of the Earth.
Distance of the satellite from the center of the Earth.
The true anomaly, fcs and ec are used to calculate the distance of the
satellite from the Earth using the Equation.
rsa =
a(1− e2c)
1 + ec cos fcs
(82)
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The satellite is closest (perifocus) to the Earth at fcs=0, thus:
rs = a(1− e2c) (83)
and furthest point (apofocus) from the Earth at fcs = pi is given by:
rsp = a(1 + e
2
c) (84)
Satellite position at time t.
Given the current time t, the position of the satellite is computed itera-
tively. First, the apparent anomaly Eap is computed using:
Eap(
pi
180
)− ec sinEap =
κs
√
µ
s
a
3
2
s
(t− Tp) (85)
where Tp is the time at which the satellite was at perifocus. The iteration
will follow the following Equations:
I: Start E0ap = (
180
pi
)
κs
√
µs
a
3
2
s
(t− Tp); where κs=0
II: Set Eκs+1ap =
ec sinE
κs
ap − ecEκap cosEκap + E0ap( pi180)
( pi
180
)− ecEκap
III: If
Eκs+1ap − Eκsap
|Eκsap |
< 10−5 stop;
Otherwise, set κs=κs + 1
and repeat stage II above.
(86)
The true anomaly is calculated from,
cos fcs =
cosEap − ec
1− ec cosEap (87)
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Or:
sin fcs =
√
1− e2 sinEap
1− ec cosEap (88)
7.2.2 Right Ascension-Declination coordinate system
Better calculations involving space points require an inertial or fixed coordi-
nate system. The appropriate astrodynamical coordinate system is the α− δ
coordinate system. In this system, the origin is fixed at the center of the
Earth, the x-axis, (with unit vector i) points to the vernal equinox and the
y-axis (with unit vector j) is perpendicular to the x-axis. Both are aligned
on the equatorial plane. The z-axis (with unit vector k) points to the north
as shown in Figure 37.
In this coordinate system, if [x, y, z] are given, [α, δ, r ] can be computed
using;
r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2
cos δ =
x2 + y2
r
OR
sin δ =
z
r
and
cosα =
x√
x2 + y2
Or
sinα =
y√
x2 + y2
And the reverse transformation Equations are given as:
x = r cos δ cosα
y = r cos δ sinα
z = r sin δ (89)
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Figure 37: Right Ascension-Declination coordinate system
7.2.3 Satellite Orbit orientation in space
If the orbital-plane coordinate system is defined by the unit vectors, [P, Q,
W], then, the orientation of the satellite in space with respect to an inertial
frame of reference is specified with the α − δ system, see Figure 38. The
following terms refer to the parameters needed for transformation.
Orbital Inclination, (00 ≤ i ≤ 1800) - This is the angle between orbital
and equatorial planes measured in a plane perpendicular to a line defin-
ing their respective intersection.
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Longitude of the ascending node, (00 ≤ Ω ≤ 3600) - This is the angle
measured in the orbital plane between the vernal equinox and the line
defining the intersection of the orbital and equatorial planes as the
point traverses through the equator from -z to +z.
Argument of Perigee, (00 ≤ ω ≤ 3600) - This is the angle measured in
the orbital plane from the line defined by the longitude of the ascending
node to another line in the orbital plane, containing the focus and
passes through the perifocus.
Figure 38: Orbit orientation in α− δ coordinate system
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The following conversions can be carried out:∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
P
Q
W
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
cosω sinω 0
− sinω cosω 0
0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 0 0
0 cos i sin i
0 − sin i cos i
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
cosΩ sinΩ 0
− sinΩ cosΩ 0
0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
I
J
K
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
The inverse transformation is given as:∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
I
J
K
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
cosΩ − sinΩ 0
sinΩ cosΩ 0
0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 0 0
0 cos i − sin i
0 sin i cos i
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
cosω − sinω 0
− sinω cosω 0
0 0 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
P
Q
W
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Since the position of satellite in space is also referenced to Earth based
stations, the Earth fixed coordinate system can be related to the α− δ coor-
dinate system. Here, the transformation requires the local sidereal time (θg,
[in degrees]) of any point on the surface of the Earth, see Figure 39. The local
sidereal time (specially defined here as θ) is given by the sum of observer’s
east longitude λE and the Greenwich mean sidereal time (GMST), θg.;
θ = θg + λE
where,
θg(∆T ) = θg(0
h) + Ωe ·∆T ; and
θg(0
h) = 24110s.54841 + 8640184s.812866 · Tu + LAA; where
LAA = 0s.093104 · T 2u − 6.2× 10−6 · T 3u and
Tu =
du
36525
Here, θg(0
h) is the greenwich sidereal time at 0h (midnight) of the coordi-
nated universal time (UCT ); the greenwich mean time (GMT ). ∆T is the
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Figure 39: Sidereal and Local Sidereal time
UCT time of interest expressed in radians and ωe is the earth’s rotation ex-
pressed in radians per second, du is the number of days of Universal Time
(UT) elapsed since Julian Day (JD) 2451545.0, (2000-01-01, 12H00) [Kelso,
1995].
7.2.4 Azimuth-Elevation coordinate system
This coordinate system places the satellite’s orbital center on the surface
of the Earth, (defined by a translation from the origin of the Earth) at
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the observer position. This coordinate system co-rotates with the Earth’s
rotation since it is fixed with reference to the Earth. Three quantities are
used to specify the position of the satellite, viz.
Elevation, (−900 ≤ h ≤ 900) - The angular position of the satellite above
the observer’s horizon.
Azimuth, (00 ≤ A ≤ 3600) - The angle from the north to the satellite’s
meridian, measured in the observer’s horizontal plane.
Slant range, (ρh) - The distance between the observer and the satellite.
7.3 Satellite coordinate system transformation
Calculation of navigation parameters such as performance index of satellites,
footprint, and antenna direction require that the observer and/or receiver be
on different coordinate systems. Antenna direction and performance is best
done if the satellite position is specified in Azimuth-Elevation coordinate sys-
tem. If the satellite is represented in the LLA coordinate system, footprint
radius is easily computed. This implies that transformations between differ-
ent coordinate systems are necessary. I outline one kind of transformation
only.
Right Ascension-Declination to Azimuth-Elevation transforma-
tion
Given the satellite coordinates (x,y,z) or (α, δ, r), in the right ascension-
declination system, and the ground station coordinates (φ, λE, H, t), the
satellite azimuth-elevation coordinates, (A, h, ρh) can be computed as follows:
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Figure 40: Azimuth-Elevation Coordinate system. The position of the satel-
lite (designated as object) is specified with respect to position of the observer
coordinates.)
a - Compute the station’s sidereal time, θ, from λE and time, t.
b - Compute:
G1 =
a√
1− (2f − f 2) sin2 φ
+H
G2 =
a(1− f 2)√
1− (2f − f 2) sin2 φ
+H
x0 = G1 cosφ cos θ
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y0 = G1 cosφ cos θ
z0 = G2 sinφ
ρx = x− x0
ρy = y − y0
ρz = z − z0
where, H is the station’s elevation angle above sea-level, and f = the
flattening factor of the Earth, see Table 10.
c -Distance between the satellite and the ground station is given by:
ρh =
√
ρ2x + ρ
2
y + ρ
2
z
And: ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Lxh
Lyh
Lzh
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
sinφ cos θ sin sin θ − cosφ
− sin θ cos θ 0
cos θ cosφ sin θ cosφ sinφ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ρx
ρh
ρy
ρh
ρz
ρh
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
d - The elevation is computed from:
sinh = Lzh
cosh =
√
1− L2h
e -The azimuth is obtained from:
sinA =
Lyh√
1− L2zh
cosA =
Lxh√
1− L2zh
(90)
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